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LOCALLY  CONTRACTIBLE  SPACES  THAT  ARE ABSOLUTE
NEIGHBORHOOD  RETRACTS1

WILLIAM  E.   HAVER

Abstract. It is shown that every locally contractible metric

space that is the countable union of finite dimensional compacta is

an absolute neighborhood retract.

The theorem of this note was motivated by a desire to show that the

space of all piecewise linear homeomorphisms of a compact piecewise

linear manifold onto itself (which Geoghegan [4] has shown to be the

countable union of finite dimensional compacta) is an ANR. This result

follows as a corollary to the theorem of this paper. The author wishes to

thank William Mason for helpful conversations.

In the proof of the theorem we shall use the fact that every open covering

a of a metric space, D, has an open barycentric refinement, ß (i.e. an open

covering with the property that if x e D then there exists U e cl such that if

x e V e ß, then V<=- U). We shall also use the fact that every open covering

a of a separable metric space, D, has a countable star-finite refinement, ß

(i.e. a countable open covering with the property that given U e ß there

exists a Ve a. such that U<= V and {Weß\Wr\U^0} is finite). These

facts are well known and can be found, for example, in Dugundji [1]. We

start with the proof of the following Technical Lemma which is stated

using terminology that will be helpful in the proof of the theorem.

Technical Lemma. Let D— (JítLi Dk be a metric space where each Dk is

nonempty, compact and finite dimensional. Let {e¿}¿*Li be a sequence of

positive numbers. Then for each positive integer, n, there is a sequence of

collections of open sets, ^ln<n, ^ni„+2^ ^n.n+i* ' ' ' w'tb the following

properties :

(a) if U„j e <%nj, then diam UnJ<e¡,

■(b) ifUnJ, U'ni}efynj,then UnjC\U'n,¡=0,

(c) // Unj e °Un.j, there is an integer k^jso that Dk C\UnJ^ 0,

(d) for each n, alln= (J£,0 ^ln_n+2i is a countable cover of D.
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Proof. Fix an integer n and let dk=(dim Dk) + l. Then for each k, Dk

can be written as the union of dk O-dimensional subsets of Dk which we

shall label in the following manner.

Dk = Xn.n+2 S*rJ d, U *n.n+2 Sj-J di+2 U " " -   U^"n.n+2 £*ri di+2(dk-l)-

Since each such set, Xnj, is a O-dimensional subset of Dk, there exists a

pairwise disjoint collection of nonempty Xn 3-°Pen sets, W nj, such

that for each Wnj e WnJ the diameter of Wn^ is less than e^/3 and

UFor6eIch £?," #í ,, let

L/„,3. = (x 6 D | ¿(x, lFn.,)<min(^,c.(x, IJ ^.A?!
I \3 \    Wn\j^'«.i:Wn'.}*Wnj III

het^nJ = {Unj\WnJEiTnA.

Property (a) is met trivially by the definition of each UnJ. If Unj^U'n^

are elements of <$(nj and x e UnJC\U'n^, then o*(x, Wn ¡)<d(x, W'n¡¡) and

í/(x, Wñ,})<d(x, Wnj). Hence property (b) is satisfied. If UEaUnJ then

UnXnj9i0. But ^jCflj for some k and since ¿¿5:1 for each i, k^j.

Therefore, condition (c) is satisfied. Condition (d) is also met since for each

k, Dk is covered by

»«.rfí.'i, u *„+2Ef;;il+! U • ■ ■ U ^n.n+2^¡Z\d,+2Uk-X).

Since L> is separable there is a countable subcover of atín which still satisfies

conditions (a)-(d).

Let a be an open covering of D. A homotopy H.Dx I-+D is limited by a.

if for each x e D there is an element U of a such that H(x, t) e U for all

t e I. A space P (».-dominâtes D if there are maps b : D—*P and f:P—*D and a

homotopy ZL: ZDx/->-£>, limited by a, such that for each x e D, H(x, 0) =

fb(x) and Z7(x, l)=x.
In the following theorem we shall show that for every open covering a

of D there is a locally finite polyhedron, P, a-dominating D. Hence, by a

theorem of Hanner [5] (cf. Hu [6, p. 139]), D is an ANR.

Theorem. Let D= [jk=x Dk be a locally contractible metric space where

Dk is a compact finite dimensional space for each k. Then D is an ANR.

Proof. Let a be an open cover of D and ß an open barycentric refine-

ment of a. For each natural number ;', let »i,->0 be chosen so that if

x 6 ULi Dk, then A/, (x)<= U for some U e ß. We now define a decreasing
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sequence of positive numbers {ejïli with the following properties:

(i)   £^01(1/2(7+1),»^),
(ii) if k^i and x e Dk, then N3j£(x) is contractible to x in iVe   (je).

By the Technical Lemma there exists for each positive integer, n, a

sequence of collections of open sets <%nn, ^nB+2, ^„,„+4, satisfying

properties (a)-(d).

Next we define an open cover, y, of Dx [0, 1) as follows. Let

}' = {C7 X [0, 1/2) I U e W1} uyjt/ x ^-7 , ±_±j /Je

An arbitrary element of 7 is of the form i/xF, where U e ^¿n for some n

and/is an open subinterval of [0, 1). Note that if U„ ¡xJand Um kxKare

elements of y with nonempty intersection, then j^k. (Throughout the

following UnJ will denote an element of °lln ,-.)

Let £ be a countable star-finite refinement of y, 0* the nerve of £ and

B.Dx [0, l)-^ the standard barycentric map. Note that 0 is a locally

finite polyhedron. For each Z e £ pick a pair («,/) such that for some

UnjxJey, Z<^UnjxJ. Set <p(Z)=UnjxJ and by extending linearly

define a map </> from 3P into the nerve of y. Let <j>(@>) = Q. Q is a (not

necessarily locally finite) polyhedron.

We will define a map G:Q->D inductively on the w-skeletons, Qm, ofQ.

For each vertex Un ¡xJ of Q, let G0(Un ¡xJ) be an element of í/„ ¡C\Dk

for some feg; and'let yy-A^ (G0(<ynjx./))x [0, l^N^JG^U^xJ))

be a fixed homotopy with the property that y>n¡j(x, 0)=x and y>Bi(x, 1) =

G0(Un ¡xJ) for each x e N3e.(G0(UnjxJ)). [The choice of G0(UnjxJ) is

made possible by property (c) of the lemma and the existence of ipni is

guaranteed by property (ii) of the sequence {eJJLi.j

We have thereby defined G0:Q°-*D. If o=(Un¡¡hxJ0, UnihxJx) is a

simplex in the 1-skeleton of Q and/'„</, define Gx\o by considering <x

as the cone on Un } xJx with vertex Unt¡j(¡xJ0 and making use of

y>„ j \G0(Un¡j¡xJx)xI in a canonical manner. Note that y„0,j0 is defined

on G0iUnihxJx)xI since o- e nerve of y implies that (t/„oJt¡xJ0)n

(t/„i,ix;i)#0 and diam(fJ„oío)<gío and diamiUnih)<Eh<eJo.

Assume inductively that for each r<m, Gr:Qr-+D has been defined for

each r-simplex o=(UnoJ?xJ0, UnihxJx, ■■ • , Un^xJr) (where /</,

k—\, ■ ■ ■ , r) by considering c as the cone on {Uni¡ixJx, ■ ■ ■ , U„ ¡ xJr)

with vertex £/„„.,-„ xF0 and making use of Wn„.iA\Gr-Á(U„1¡h, •• , UnrJ))xI,

that Gr\Qr~1 = Gr_x and that Gr restricted to any locally finite subcomplex

of Qr is continuous.

Now, let T=(Ur,oJoxJ0, U„i¡hxJx, ■ ■ ■ , UnmJmXJJ be a simplex of

Qm. Since t is a simplex of g, D™=o (VnkJkXJk)9i 0 and hence/j±jk if

/#/c. Therefore, without loss of generality, assume that /</</> f°r

/c=2, • • • , m. By the inductive hypothesis and properties of y>ni ¡ we know
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that Gm_x({Uni hxJx, • ■ • , U„mJmXJm)) is contained in the eic.i and hence

the e, neighborhood of G0(UniJixJx). The diameters of Un¡¡ . and U+ t

are each less than sj(¡, so

Gmzl(pnvh x Jlf •  ■, C^ x Jm» c A/3eio(G0(fJno.io X J0)).

Now, consider t as the cone on {UniJixJx, ■ ■ ■ , U„mJmXJm) with vertex

U„ j xJ0 and define Gm\r in a canonical manner by making use of

¥>»„.'. I G»-i«t;n1.)-1 x Jlt • • •, JJ„m,3m X Jm» X I.

We thus define Gm:Qm-+D and note that Gm restricted to any locally

finite subcomplex of Q is continuous and that Gm\Qm~1 = Gm_x.

For each m, define Fm : F™^D by FJx)=GJ<j>(x)). Hence limm^ n Fm=

F.SP^-D is continuous by the continuity of each Fm and the local finiteness

OÎ01.

Let b:D~»F be defined by ¿>(x)=Z3(x, 0) and P=b(D). Then P is a
locally finite polyhedron naturally included in SP. Let f:P—-D be the

restriction of F to P. To complete the proof of the theorem it must be

shown that fb is homotopic to the identity map through a homotopy

limited by a. To show this we consider the homotopy H: D X I-^-D defined by

H(x, t) = FB(x, t),       tffrl,

= x, t = 1.

If H is continuous it provides a homotopy between fb and idj). For

(x,t)E Dxl and ty^l, H is continuous by the continuity of B and F.

Let (x, t) e Dx [0, 1) and let U„ }xJ be the unique element of y with

the following properties:

(1) There exists a Z £ t, such that (x, i)eZ and <p(Z)— Un ¡xJ.

(2) If (x, i) eZ* e £ and </>(Z')= UmkxK, then A:>/
We note that f/>5(x, r) is contained in a simplex tr of g such that o=

(UnjxJ, UnihxJx, ■■ ■ , UnrixJr) where j<j\ (i=l, ■ ■ ■ , r) and hence

that H(x, t)=FB(x, t) e Nt.^(G0(UnjxJ)). Now, by the definition of G0,

there is an integer k^jso that G0(Un ¡xJ)e DkC\UnJ. Since diam(Unj)<

e¡, x e NE.(Gn(Un jXJ))<= Ntjí(Gn(UnjXJ)). But by the definition of the

sequence {£¡}£li this implies that there is some ixJ)U E ß so that {x} U

{FB(x, t)}^N£ji(Gn(UnJxJ))ciNn¡(Gn(U^xJ))<='(x,t)U. Pick A e ol such

that St^x)^. Then H(x,I)<^A and zYis limited by a.

To see that H is continuous we note that if t e ((2n-3)/2\ (2n-l)/2n),

d(x, FB(x,t))^d(x, G0(UnjxJ))+d(G0(Un¡jxJ),FB(x,t))<diam(Un3) +

ej_x<ej + ej_x<en + en_x<2en_1<2(l/2(n+l-l))<lln.

Corollary. The space, PLH(M), of all piecewise linear homeomor-

phisms of a compact piecewise linear manifold, M, onto itself is an ANR.

Proof. As stated in the introduction, Geoghegan [4] has shown that

PLH(Ai) is the countable union of compact finite dimensional sets.
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Robert Edwards [private communication] has shown that Cernavskif s

meshing argument ([2], [3]) can be modified to show that PLH(M) is

locally contractible at 1, the identity homeomorphism on M, and hence

locally contractible. To obtain this result Edwards first shows that given

any £>0 there is a <5>0 such that for any r¡>0, there is a deformation

<t>:N(l, d)xI-^-N(l, e) of the ¿-neighborhood of 1 in H(M) into the r¡-

neighborhood of 1 such that for any h e N(l, d)nPLH(M), <!>(/;, /) is a

PL isotopy of h. (As in Cernavskiï it suffices to prove a handle version of

this statement. But this follows immediately from Cernavskiï's proof of

his fundamental lemma [2], [3] by stopping the meshing process once

ZV(1, ô) has been deformed into ZV(1, rj). This occurs after a finite number

of steps and since all auxiliary homeomorphisms and pushes can be chosen

to be PL, the deformation will produce PL isotopies from PL homeo-

morphisms.) Therefore PLH(Af) is seen to be locally contractible at the

identity by stacking a countable number of such deformations end to end

so that in the limit they converge to the constant map sending N(l, ô) to 1.

Some questions. If K is a finite simplicial complex, Geoghegan's

result shows that PLH(/Q is the countable union of compact finite di-

mensional sets. Is PLH(Zv) locally contractible and hence an ANR?

Mason and Luke ([7], [8]) have shown that the space of all homeomor-

phisms on a compact 2-manifold is an ANR. Is the space of all homeo-

morphisms on a compact manifold an ANR?
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